Students of PHILLIPS School—Laurel learn career skills as they grow, cook and now prepare food in their commercial kitchen. Students seen with PHILLIPS staff: Julie Buisson, Leslie Anguila and Chef Erik Lund.
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Snip, Snap, Safety Service Introduced by PHILLIPS’ Special Education School as Part of Career and Farm Food Skills Program

By: SHAWN FLAHERTY
PHILLIPS Programs for Children & Families
LAUREL, MD (September 28, 2019)—PHILLIPS Programs for Children & Families, a non-profit nonprofit helping youth with a variety of challenges, has launched its first safety service, a Snip, Snap, Safe—nap service that provides a vartical and farm classroom for

“Our student’s grow, cook and now prepare food. Traditional curriculums aren’t as effective for students who are involved in special educational programs that are active and engaging help train our students for careers. Snap, Snap, Safe out our rooms on our campus offering baking, knitting and fork,” explained Paper Phillips, Senior Director of Education at PHILLIPS Programs.

Snap, Snap, Safe is a baking and knitting program that is part of PHILLIPS’ Growing Futures. Students see the fresh ingredients and they grow them in the farm
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